Volunteering with Alzheimer’s Research UK

Collection Crew – Silverstone Classic

Thank you for your interest in volunteering with Alzheimer’s Research UK.

Collection Crew volunteers

Please see the general Collection Crew role description for essential details about this role. In it we also share our promises to you and how your contribution can make our collections a real success.

This opportunity

Silverstone Classic is the world’s biggest classic motor racing festival, with over 100,000 visitors enjoying great racing, displays from over ten thousand privately owned cars and plenty of family entertainment. We are looking for Collection Crew volunteers to help facilitate this fantastic occasion by providing attendees with the opportunity to donate as they move to and from the concert area at the Silverstone circuit.

Taking place across just two evenings of the festival, this will be a great opportunity to raise vital funds for research into dementia.

What will I do at this collection?

Please see the general Collection Crew role description for the types of activities you may be asked to do in this role. Specifically, at this collection, your role will be:

- Taking part in a bucket collection on Friday or Saturday evening.
- Providing the opportunity for attendees to give a donation should they wish to do so.
- Helping with other smaller task as necessary to make this event a success.

How much time will I have to commit?

You’ll be needed between 5pm and 9pm on either Friday 31 July or Saturday 1 August 2020.

What are the personal benefits?

Please see the general Collection Crew role description for how we believe you’ll benefit from being involved. In addition to our usual benefits, at this collection you’ll specifically benefit from:

- A great new volunteering experience alongside people from your local community.
- An opportunity to enjoy the exhibitors, racing and atmosphere at this prestigious event.
- Receiving an Alzheimer’s Research branded T-shirt!

You will also be reimbursed for reasonable out-of-pocket expenses.

What’s the next step?

To apply, please visit: https://www.alzheimersresearchuk.org/volunteering/collection-crew

If you have any general enquiries about this role please contact the Volunteering team by email volunteer@alzheimersresearchuk.org or telephone 0300 111 5 555. For further details visit our website: www.alzheimersresearchuk.org/volunteer